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ABSTRACT
The Effects of an Introduction to Psychology Course
on College Students' Superstitions
WhichHave SomeScientific

and Beliefs

Sancti on

by
Helen D. Mitchell, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1969
Major Professor: Dr. Glendon Casto
Department: Psychology
The study was conducted to investigate

the effects of an introduc-

tion to psychology course on college students'
which have some scientific

sanction.

superstitions

and beliefs

The test used was selected from

H. K. fJixon's 1925 study on answers to psychological questions and considers 30 statements to be marked true or false.
Subjects used for this study were 100 men and 100 womenstudents
in a beginning psychology course at Utah State Universi ty, Logan, Utah.
The first

administration of the questionnaire was given during the first

week of the class with a follow-up administration given during the final
week of class .
The raw scores earned by each student on the questionnaire of beliefs and superstitions
tistical

analysis.

One statistically

l per cent level--the
superstition

were treated with the chi square method of stasignificant

change occurred at the

course altered or influenced the belief in the

that long slender hands indicate an artistic

appears to be little
the superstitions

nature.

There

effect of a beginning psychology course in changing

and beliefs in beginning psychology students.
(43 pages)

INTRODUCTION
Within each person 1 s most comprehensive environment, the world,
there are many broad groupings of peoples such as communities, states,
nations, regions, and continents.
and collective

activities

Common
traditions,

or interests

institutions,

prevail amongthem. Each

grouping has its own culture which consists of a complex of knowledge,
religion,

art, values, beliefs,

and customs that affect the ways of

life in a given society (Linton, 1945). These ways of life are handed
down from generation to generation through customs, habits, and various
media of communication, and are directly responsible for the manner in
which each society handles the problems revolving around areas of
living such as health, survival, marriage and mating, rearing of
children,

education, socialization,

recreation,

religion,

care of

the aged, and death and burial (Alpenfels, 1957; Benedict, 1934).
Because we are born into a culture (and many subcultures) as well as
a physical and social world, the practices and attitudes

involved in

dealing with these problems have a direct and intimate bearing on our
ultimate development. Behavior at all stages and ages is influenced
by what is expected and believed by the cultures of continents and
nations, by regions within a nation, by local communities, and by
our parents and our peers (Garrison, Kingston, and Bernare, 1967).
The ultimate task of science is to improve commonsense; hence,
new ways of thinking about the subjects of interest,
are, are more useful than the prescientific

whatever they

fund of wisdomman has
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developed through personal experience and intuition

(Atkinson, 1965).

Manypsychologists would like to think that a well-taught course in
psychology can be a powerful educative influence in anybody's curriculum. It can, they would like to hope, successfully
fixed ideas, the half-truths,
characterize

tear down the

the subtle but erroneous beliefs that

ordinary thinking about humanproblems (Garrett and

Fisher, 1926),

They hope it can replace commonsense with something

more adaptive.

The content of psychology should be able to change

for the better the student's

orientation

to his own and other people's

problems, and give him an appreciation for the teaching of a scientific

method (Ruch, 1967).

Manyof the problems studied in psychology

are real problems and usually they are problems the students have previously encountered.

Whenthe student can be taught to approach these

problems scientifically,
tific

he can achieve a real feeling for the scien-

method and it is anticipated

that he will be able to transfer

his learning to all problems, humanor otherwise.

The successful

course in psychology can bring about a reasonably skeptical,

rea-

sonably objective approach to problems and can implement this attitude with the intellectual

skills

that make up the scientific

method

(Hemphill and Sanford, 1952).
Classroom discussions in psychology center around such questions
as telepathy,

prenatal influence, external signs of character,

etc.

The beginning student will usually willingly admit to ignorance on
many technical questions, but he comes with certain concepts of causation in humanbehavior quite firmly fixed (Nixon, 1925).
point for an instructor

A starting

of a beginning psychology class might be to

help him look objectively at his initial

ideas, discovering which ones
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to discard, and working others into a more scientific
survey, therefore,

formulation.

A

of the prevalence of such commonideas may be of

some value to the psychologist in working out his educational program.
This area has been of great concern to psychologists for some
time.

In 1925, H. K. Nixon ran an investigation

determining beliefs,

for the purpose of

which he felt had some sci entific

by beginning psychology college students.

sanction, held

The subjects of his investi-

gation were 140 womenand 219 men, students in elementary psychology
at Columbia University, Columbia University Extension, and NewYork
University evening classes.

Students in these groups were on the

average more mature than the ordinary college and university students.
Thirty statements in questionnaire form were presented to the students
and were to be marked true or false.

Nixon felt that if the list were

submitted to a group of psychologists there would be less than 1 per
cent of unqualified affirmative answers.
This study used the same list of 30 questions that was used by
Nixon in his 1925 investigation
liefs and superstitions

in an attempt to determine those be-

held by beginning psychology students that

may be peculiar to our culture and to our immediate communityat Utah
State University.
Statement of the Problem
What are tbe effects of an introductory course in psychology and
college students'
tific

sanction?

superstitions

and beliefs which have some scien-

Does experience with psycbological material lead to

ideas and opinions that are more in line with what is regarded as scientific

accuracy? Are there statistically

of the course?

significant

gains at the end

4

This study sought answers to the following questions:
l.

What beliefs and superstitions

do introductory psychology

students subscribe to initially?
2.

Are there sex differences

in such beliefs?

3.

Does an introductory psychology course alter or influence

these superstitions?
Definitions of Terms
In an attempt to successfully answer the previously proposed
questions, terms will consistently

be in accordance with the following

definitions.
Superstition
A superstition

is a belief concerning natural phenomenathat is

widely held but is demonstrably false.

Superstition

toward which we refuse to apply the criteria
ego strength,

and reality-testing

of

and, instead,

A superstition

11

secular truth,

11

in our anxiety, cling

stubbornly to emotional defenses and rationalizations
p. 268).

is something

11

(La Barre, 1967,

is something that has been left to stand

over, like unfinished business, from one session of the world's witenagemot to the next" (Lowell, 1870, p. 92).
Stereotype
A stereotype is any widespread, oversimplified,

11

belief (Krech, Crutchfield,

and hence erroneous

and Ballachey, 1962, p 74).

concerns a category of people.

An illustration

notion that redheads have a fiery temper.
it is widespread, at least in some cultural

Generally it

of a stereotype is the

This is a stereotype because
groups, and it is over

5

simplified.

Actually, some redheads are quick-tempered, and some are

not.
Attitude
An attitude
disposition

is a relatively

stable,

learned, emotionalized pre-

to respond in some consistent way toward an object, person,

or situation.
priate situation

A readiness to respond in a certain way when the appro-

11

occurs; a mental set 11 (Harriman, 1966, p. 17).

Belief
A belief is the acceptance of a statement or proposition.
does not necessarily imply an attitude

It

of being 11for 11 or 11against.

For instance, some people believe in flying saucers.

11

Such a belief

can be held without the "emotional tinge of an attitude"

(King and

Morgan, 1966).
Opinion
An opinion usually involves some sort of belief and also some
attitude

of 11pro 11 or 11con, 11 though tbe attitude

may not be strong

and the belief may be poorly formulated (King and Morgan, 1966).
Custom
A custom is any pattern of habits prevalent in a social group

11

and, usually, transmitted by elders to children" (Harriman, 1966,
p. 44).

Culture
Culture is the totality
group from another, i.e.,

of customs differentiating
the totality

11

one social

of behavior patterns,

attitudes

and values shared and transmitted by a social group" (Harriman, 1966,
p. 43).

6

Habit
A learned response which is relatively

permanent and which re-

quires a minimumof voluntary direction is a habit.
Telepathy
Telepathy is

apparent communication from one mind to another

11

otherwise than through the channels of sense 11 (Webster, 1965, p. 906).
Limitations
In the attempt to answer the proposed questions, 200 Utah State
University undergraduate students were selected.

The majority of the

students were college freshmen, although other undergraduate classes
were represented.

None of the students had taken previous college

psychology courses.
The present study, being necessarily short-termed and necessarily
paper-and-pencil

in approach, did not touch upon the question of

whether any changes in beliefs or superstitions

would be permanent or

if changes at the verbal level would result in changed behavior in
concrete social situations.
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REVIEW
OF LITERATURE
Even though the study of psychology is as old as man himself,
it has only come into its own as a science fairly recently.

There

have been many attempts made to understand man through the ages up
to the commonsense approach. The beliefs and practices of the Middle
Ages such as witchcraft and demonologyare always intriguing and
challenging to anyone who is attempting to understand personality.
Classical beginnings of a scientific

approach to humanbehavior were

buried by the medieval beliefs of mysticism and superstition.

Generally

the people attempted to explain all occurrences as the work of spirits,
good or evil (Fiske and Bolgar, 1962).
As culture developed, mythologies based on earthly analogies became complex and powerful, especially in the ancient East.

In the

West, the ancient Greeks attained a higher culture than any previously
developed, and a few attained a true scientific

attitude.

For the

most part, they still

based their conception of the world on analogies

instead of scientific

investigation

thought of the soul as a state,

(Baughmanand Welsh, 1962). Plato

with reason ruling over desire, and

evil was caused by the revolt of the lower elements against reason.
The Greeks placed their faith in the efficacy of reason, 1n their convi ction of a moral order in the universe, and in their concept of an
inexorable fate, and combined these to give themselves a picture of
the world as a very orderly place.

This belief in an orderly universe

remained fundamental to Western thought throughout the Middle Ages and
continues to the present day (Fincher, 1964).
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· During the Middle Ages in the Christian countries the sources of
all true knowledge were believed to be the Bible, the writings of the
Church Fathers, and after the middle of the thirteenth
works of Aristotle.
modern attitude

The first

century, the

steps toward the development of the

of respect for empirical evidence were taken during

the Renaissance (Ruch, 1967).
Astronomy, which is genertilly credited as the first
grew out of the scientific
priests.

of the sciences,

observations of the Egyptian and Babylonian

To them, the orderly sequences of day and night and of the

seasons might have suggested an orderliness
the physical world.

valid predictions

in

Knowledgeof planetary movementand of fixed stars

enabled the priests to make predictions,
Nile would flood.

and some predictability

such as the time at which the

Since they also believed in astrology, they made less
too, such as "Beware of a dark-haired man next Tuesday. 11

It is possible that the science of astronomy resulted from false notions
about the influence of celestial

bodies on humanbehavior as much as

from a belief in an orderly universe.

The information collected by

these early observers was substantially
terpretations

correct even though their in-

were not always so (Johnson and Medinnus, 1964).

The beginning of an authentic scientific

attitude

toward the phy-

sical world may be seen in the works of Bacon and Galileo.
to Ruch (1967) Bacon held interests
psychology today.

He was interested

habit, education, friendship,
on humanbehavior.

According

which would cover most areas of
in the study of the influence of

praise, reproof, and other conditions

Rene Descartes (1596-1650) had an important in-

fluence through his willingness to challenge previously held notions
and to accept only ideas he could justify

by his own reasoning (Ruch, 1967).
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It wa~ manyyears before other men applied comparable scientific
methods to the study of humanbehavior.

Even the belief in witch-

craft was slow to die, as its history in the United States quite
clearly reveals.
Towards the latter

part of the nineteenth century, modern psy-

chologists attempted to deal with the problems of humanbehavior.
began to gain insight into many psychological systems.

This enabled

them to conclude that even with primitive man, 11superstition
be the only or the real reason for some particular

They

need not

11

custom or observance,

and they searched for its hidden motives.
Sigmund Freud felt that

11

superstition/

1

like

11

anxiety,

11

dreams, 11

11

and 11deamons,11 was one of those provisional psychological concepts
which had crumbled under the impact of psychoanalytic research.
felt that if we could penetrate behind these constructions,

He

which are

like screens erected as defenses against correct understanding, we
would find other motives (Freud, 1952).
According to Bischof (1964), Carl Jung thought it was obvious that
man transmitted and communicatedskills,

attitudes,

and customs to his

chi 1dren, who in turn transmitted them to the fr children.

Jung became

convinced that man, through his cerebral system, inherited the richness
of his ancestors'

past experiences.

The collective

unconscious includes

all of man's accumulated experience back through his prehuman existance.
All that man is, in the present day, is built upon the collective
conscious.

un-

Whatever the individual does in his modern world is founded

upon his primordial past.

This gives man many commonalities such as

feat of the dark, worship of power and status,

diety figure, etc. (Bischof, 1964).

worship of some sort of
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Karen Horny (1937) emphasized cultural factors as an influence on
personality.

She felt that through social interaction

with other people

we construct or accept commonbeliefs and attitudes.
Accardi ng to Harry Stack Sul 1i van's interpersona 1 theory of persona1i ty (Hall and Lindsey, 1957), customs and beliefs are examples of
social interactive

forces that play upon a man's life all of his days.

He held that whatever superstitions

the humanbeing indulges in probably

learned and reinforced from interpersonal
and depend upon the sterotypic

contacts with other humans,

personification

of the cultural group.

Alfred Adler (1925) stated that whatever a man believes in fits
his style of life and satisfies

his sense of social interest.

has a personalized style of life,
different
living.

Each man

and every individual continues to be

from every other individual that has ever lived or is now
Pushed by inferiority

feelings and pulled by superiority

stri-

vings, man may momentarily achieve his desired state of a higher level
of being by adhering to certain beliefs.
More recently,

this field has been investigated in a rather general

way by several writers.
on superstitious

Conklin (Crow and Crow, 1965) presented material

belief and practice amongcollege students.

He found

that 82 per cent recalled that they had believed superstitions

at one

time or another, with 73 per cent of the men reporting this and 90 per
cent of the women. Forty per cent of the males and 66 per cent of the
females admitted present superstitious
thought that the superstitions
company, social relations,

belief or practice.

Conklin

of womenwere more concerned with home,

wishes, love, marriage, and death, and those

of men with sports and success in business.

11

Nixon's study (1925) found the greatest
that a high forehead indicated

difference

intelligence.

This idea was considerably

more popular with the males than with the females.
what stronger in the beliefs

to be the idea

Males were also some-

that many eminent men have been feeble

minded in childhood and that the character of the unborn child was influenced by the thoughts of the mother.

The females showed a slight

preference for the idea that some animals were as intelligent
average human and for the idea of telepathy.

as the

The important sex-difference

was the tendency of the females to mark a greater number of statements
true.
Current research tends to be more specific
studies have attempted to measure attitude
behavior.
effects

Frank Costin and

in this area.

change and changes in social

Kerr (1962) attempted to determine the

of an abnormal psychology course on students'

mental illness.

Recent

attitudes

towards

A scale concerning opinions about mental illness

was

administered to an abnormal psychology class and to a control group.
Five attitudes

were measured:

authoritarianism,

unsophisticated

volence, mental hygiene ideology, social restrictiveness,
personal etiology.

Changes attributed

phisticated

and inter-

to the psychology course included:

(l) womenbecame less authoritarian,
authoritarian,

bene-

(2) high achievers became less

and (3) men and womendecreased their attitude

of unso-

benevolence.

The persuasive force of similarity
vocate and audience was investigated

in cognitive style between ad-

by McGuckin. Two groups of college

students from matching sets of classes were each given Rokeach's Dogmatism Scale and a scale of opinion on the cold war.
the subjects heard recorded speeches critical

Twoweeks later,

of United States'

policies.
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Speeches for the two groups differed in having high versus low intended
''dogmatism appeal . " The subjects then responded to an esteem scale, an
opinion scale, and again to an opinion scale 11 weeks later.
indicated support of two hypotheses:

The data

(1) that subjects will tend to

change opinion more readily the more he esteems the advocate, and (2)
that the effects

of esteem on opinion change will disappear with time

(McGuckin, 1967).
In an article

concerning social attitudes

and behavior, John W.

Gustad (1951) discussed the concept of attitude
which indicated,

in general, that attitudes

and reviewed studies

were subject to change,

that they changed for a wide variety of reasons including both course
work in school and the general university environment, and that counseling procedures could change attitudes,

such changes being relatively

permanent modifications.
Burl J. Brim (1966) measured attitude
students.

changes in teacher education

His study was designed to investigate

the effect of an under-

graduate teacher education program upon student attitudes
It was found that attitudes

toward children.

of some teacher education students were

changed while in the undergraduate teacher education program. The direction of shift in attitude was to a more liberal
a change toward less attitudinal

position and indicated

uniformity in the group.

The purpose of a study done by Rose Zeligs (1966) was to gain some
insight into children's
cultural

attitudes

and interests

toward their socio-

environment as expressed toward their daily experience of

living at home and at school . The significant

differences,

in the

various areas studied, showed that the boys were absorbing the cultural
patterns of masculinity while the girls were being conditioned to the

13

patterns of feminity.

The boys and girls seemed to agree in their

feelings toward many of their experiences in social contacts,

in atti-

tudes toward nature, pets, many sports, and social games; they agreed
also in their attitudes
in school subjects,

toward parents, destre for adventure, interest

food habits, and in the possession of material things.

The purpose of a study done by Harold Strong (1966) was to determine
whether prejudiced college students indicated they had certain environmental backgrounds or personality

traits

students who were not prejudiced.

which were different

from the

More high prejudiced freshmen women

came from rural and semi-rural backgrounds than the low prejudiced (Pr)
group.

More high prejudiced than low prejudiced persons indicated that

they possessed feelings of insecurity.

Considerably more high pre-

judiced persons than low prejudiced persons indicated they had made only
a fair to poor non-academic adjustment.
between prejudicial

attitudes

The study also supported linkage

and social adjustment problems.

Knowledgeand understanding of humannature may be acquired in
various ways. One is the direct way through everyday practical

experi-

ence in day to day contact with each other and in learning how to get
along together.
through literature

Another approach to humannature is the indirect route
and other fine arts,

Perhaps the most direct and definite
through more scientific
with statistical

and through history and biography.

route to a knowledge of man is

methods such as observation and experimentation

refinements ,
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PROCEDURES
Test Selection and Description
The purpose of the present investigation
mon superstitions

as those connected with black cats, spilled salt,

walking under ladders, etc.,

but to study beliefs,

types, opinions and superstitions
The test,

was not to study such com-

attitudes,

which have greater scientific

stereosanction.

which is shown in the Appendix, was selected from Nixon's 1925

study and consists of 30 statements to be marked true or false.

The

ideas that are expressed in the test range from some which are quite
apparently pure superstitions

to some that would stimulate some discus-

sion amonga group of science students ,

It was the intention to make

use of ideas which, on the whole, would be considered incorrect if
placed under modern investigation.

Nixon reported he found it impos-

sible to phrase the test statements in such a manner as to avoid all
chance for quibbling and charges of ambiguity .
In Nixon's opinion, if the list were read by a group of psychologists

there would be less than 1 per cent of unqualified affirmative

answers.

The difference between that small per cent and the averages

for the beginning psychology college students who took part in the investigation
unscientific

may serve as a rough indicator of the present prevalence of
beliefs amongthe educated membersof our population.
Subjects

Subjects for this study were 100 womenand 100 men students in a
beginning psychology course at Utah State University, Logan, Utah.
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About 75 per cent of the group were beginning college freshmen and so it
might be assumed that on the average they were somewhatless mature than
the average college student.
nearly representative

It is probable that the sample is more

of the intellectual

and cultural

level of average

or less than average college and university day-students.
Testing Procedures
During the first

lab period of the beginning psychology class, eight

groups were presented with the questionnaire.
same instruction.

They were instructed

Each group was given the

to put their name on the paper

but told that it would have no bearing on their final grade for the class.
The questionnaire was passed out to the students without any commentor
discussion other than the reading of the directions.
to take their own time in formulating answers.

They were allowed

In a few instances,

tions concerning the answers were asked by the students.
was instructed

ques-

The student

to choose the answer which was most correct to him. The

time required to complete the questionnaire was approximately 10 minutes.
Again during the final lab period the eight groups were presented
with the questionnaire they had previously filled
given the same instructions.
from true to false,

out.

Each group was

They were told to change any statement

or from false to true, that they would choose to do

so because of something they had learned in the beginning psychology
course.
Some students attempted to justify
commentson their questionnaire,
the instructor,

their answers with written

Others made personal commentsto

and others were anxious to know the

A small portion of the class seemed disinterested

right

11

11

answers.

and unwilling to

take the time to make any serious adjustments to the original copy.
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RESULTS
The questions chosen for study in this research were:
1.

What beliefs

and superstitions

do introductory

psychology stu-

dents subscribe to initially?
2.

Are there sex differences

3.

Does an introductory

in such beliefs?

psycho1ogy course alter or influence these

superstitions?
The raw scores earned by each student on the questionnaire
liefs and superstitions
statistical

of be-

were treated using the chi square method of
Formulas from McNemar(1949)

analysis.

x2 =
x2

=

(lA-Dl - 1)
A+D

2

were used to analyze the items to see if there were significant
differences

for each item, and to test for significant

sex

differences

in

subjects on pre and post tests.
Table 1 presents data relating

to question one.

The number of

statements marked true by male subjects was 593. The number of state ments marked true by female subjects was 526. Statements 1, 11, 15,
29 and 22 are included in the first
both males and females .
of technical

five in order of prevalence in

These statements relate generally to a lack

knowledge about psychology, and a lack of knowledge of

special terminology.
Statements 14, 18, 2 and 8 were from five to nine points higher
in order of prevalence for male students than for female students.

A
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Table 1. Beliefs and superstitions
subscribed to initially

Statement
number

introductory psychology students

Idea involved*

1 Numberof man's senses five

Numberof
subjects
marking as
Order of
prevalence
true
Males Females Males Females
2

78

56

66

57

2

15 Early feeble-mindedness of great men 63

39

3

5

29 Man superior because of reason

57

49

4

3

22 Math gives logical mind

53

43

5

4

40

30

6

9

14 Broken limb healed by faith

34

14

7

13

17 Will power supreme

31

36

8

6

18 Adults feeble-minded by study

30

7

9

18

20 Marriage of cousins gives deficients

28

31

10

8

28 Shifty eye shows dishonesty

20

12

11

14

16 Someanimals superior in intelligence

19

20

12.5

10

12 Artistic

19

32

12.5

7

15

5

14

21.5

14

11

15

15

13

5

16.5

21.5

13

17

16. 5

11

12

6

18

20

10

10

19

16

9

9

20.5

17

11 Intelligence

increased by training

4 Telepathic influence of staring

nature indicated by fingers

2 Instinctive

knowledge of good

10 Character influenced by planets
8 Prenatal influence
19 Men created equal in capacity
9 Womeninferior

to men in intelligence

30 Physical disease by thinking of it
24 Face shows intelligence

* A complete list

of statements may be found in Appendix.
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Table 1.

Statement
number

(Continued)

Idea involved

6 Character indicated by head-shape

Numberof
subjects
marking as
Order of
true
Qrevalence
Males Females Males Females
9

7

20.5

19

26 Fear unnatural, a bad habit

8

3

22.5

23.5

27 Womenpurer by nature

8

15

22.5

12

25 High forehead shows intelligence

6

1

24

27.5

3 Lines in hand forete 11 future

5

4

25

23

21 Bri ght children physically retarded

4

2

26

26

23 Square jaw a sign of wi11 power

3

3

27

24.5

7 Green-eyed people untrustworthy

2

28

27.5

0

29

29

0

30

30

5 Thirteen unlucky
13 Fri day un1ucky

0
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factor of conventional morality appears to be related to these statements.
Statements 12, 19, and 27 ranged from five to ten points higher in
order of prevalence for female students than for male students.
aesthetic value as well as an over-evaluation
factors relating

of learning ability

An
are

to these statements ,

Table 2 presents data relating

to pre-test

sex differences.

As

may be seen from Table 2, statements 1, 15, 4, 14, 18, 28, 2, 8, 9, 26,
and 25 were subscribed to significantly

more often by men than by women.

These statements relate generally to a lack of technical knowledge about
psychology, conventional morality and the students'

gullibility

in the

face of old wives' tales about humanbeings and their behavior.
As may be seen from Table 2, statements 12 and 27 were subscribed
to significantly

more often by females than by males.

relate generally to aesthetic

These statements

value and conventional morality.

Table 3 presents data relating

to post-test

sex differences.

As

may be seen from Table 3, statements 1, 15, 22, 14, 18, 2, and 3 were
subscribed to significantly
by females.
the pre-test,
post-test

more often on the post-test

Two statements appear on the post-test
statements 22 and 3.

by males than

that were not on

Those statements eliminated on the

that appeared on the pre-test

are statements 4, 28, 8, 9, 26,

and 25.
Statements subscribed to significantly

more often on the post-test

by females than by males are statements 27, 23, and 12. Statement 23
is an addition while 27 and 12 reappear.
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Table 2.

Pre-test

Statement
number

sex differences

Idea involved

1 Numberof man s senses five

Male
Pre-test

Female
Pre-test

Chi square

1

78

56

10.945**

increased by training

66

57

1. 710

15 Early feeble-mindedness of great men 63

39

23.269**

29 Man superior because of reason

57

49

1. 285

22 Math gives logical mind

53

43

2.003

40

30

2 .198

14 Broken limb healed by faith

34

14

17 Will power supreme

31

36

18 Adults feeble-minded by study

30

7

20 Marriage of cousins gives deficients

28

31

0.216

28 Shifty eye shows dishonesty

20

12

2.381**

16 Some animals superior in intelligence

19

20

0.032

12 Artistic

19

32

4 .448* *

15

5

5. 556**

14

11

13

5

13

17

12

6

10

10

0.0

9

9

0.0

9

7

0.272

8

3

2.405**

11 Intelligence

4 Telepathic influence of staring

nature indicated by fingers

2 Instinctive

knowledge of good

10 Character influenced by planets
8 Prenatal influence
19 Men created equal in capacity
9 Womeninferior

to men in intelligence

30 Physical disease by thinking of it
24 Face shows intelligence
6 Character indicated by head-shape
26 Fear unnatural,

a bad habit

10.965**
0.561
17. 543**

0.149
3. 907**
0.627
2.198* *
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Table 2.
Statement
number

(Continued)

Male
Pre-test

Female
Pre-test

Chi square

27 Womenpurer by nature

8

15

2.407**

25 High forehead shows intelligence

6

1

3.710**

5

4

o.116

21 Bright children physically retarded

4

3

0.687

23 Square jaw a sign of will power

3

4

0.0

7 Green-eyed people untrustworthy

2

5 Thirteen unlucky

1

0

0.0

0

0

o.o

Idea involved

3 Lines in hand foretell

future

13 Fri day un1ucky

**Significant at the .01 level

0.338
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Table 3.

Post-test

Statement
number

sex differences

Female
Post-test

Chi square

64

51

3 .458**

60

53

0.997

15 Early feeble-mindedness of great men

52

26

29 Mansuperior because of reason

57

47

2.003

22 Math gives logical mind

48

34

4.051**

30

22

1.663

14 Broken limb healed by faith

29

11

17 Will poer supreme

28

25

18 Adults feeble-minded by study

24

6

20 Marriage of cousins gives deficients

23

25

0. 110

28 Shifty eye shows dishonesty

13

10

0.442

16 Someanimals superior in intelligence

12

15

0.385

12 Artistic

11

20

3. 092**

11

2

6. 664**

11

8

0.523

9

8

0.064

8

9

0.064

5

6

0.096

11

11

o.o

7

7

0.0

7

7

0.0

10

5

1.802

l

Idea involved

Numberof men's senses five

11 Intelligence

increased by training

4 Telepathic influence of staring

nature indicated by fingers

2 Instinctive

knowledge of good

10 Character influenced by planets

8 Prenatal influence
19 Mencreated equal in capacity

9 Womeninferior

to men in intelligence

30 Physical disease by thinking of it
24 Face shows intelligence

6 Character indicated by head-shape
26 Fear unnatural, a bad habit

Male
Post-test

14. 208**

l O. 125**

o.231
12. 706**
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Table 3.
Statement
number

(Continued)

Idea involved

Male
Post-test

Female
Post-test

Chi square

27 Womenpurer by nature

7

15

25 High forehead shows intelligence

3

1

1 .020

3 Lines in hand forete 11 future

4

0

4. 082**

21 Bright children physically retarded

5

2

1. 332

23 Square jaw a sign of will power

1

7

4. 688**

7 Green-eyed people untrustworthy

0

1

0.0

5 Thireteen unlucky

1

0

o.o

0

0

0.0

13 Friday unlucky

**Significant at the .01 level.

3.269**
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Table 4 presents data relating to question three, does an introductory psychology course alter or influence these superstitions?

As

may be seen from Table 4, at the .01 per cent level of confidence, five
statements were altered significantly
psycho1ogy course.

after completion of the beginning

At the . 05 per cent 1eve1 of confidence, seven state-

ments were altered significantly.

These statement s re 1ate to aesthetic

and ethical values and to a morality factor that seems to be connected
with 11good11 and 11evi1 11 behavior and the modification of this behavior
through will power.

Table 4.

Superstitions

Statement
number

Idea

altered or inf l uenced by an introductory

involved

Male
Pre Post

psychology course

Chi
Square

Female
Post
Pre

Chi
Square

Numberof man's senses five

78

64

10.56

56

51

1.45

11

Intelligence

66

60

6.25

57

53

.64

15

Early feeble-mindedne ss of great men

63

52

7.69

39

26

.30

29

Man superior because of reason

57

57

.l0

49

47

.l0

22

Math gives logical mind

53

48

1.45

43

34

4.92

Telepathic influence of staring

40

30

8.10

30

22

2. 72

14

Broken limb healed by faith

34

29

2.28

14

11

.80

17

Will power supreme

31

28

.57

36

25

7.69

18

Adults feeble-minded by study

30

24

1. 78

7

6

0. 0

20

Marriage of cousins gives deficients

28

23

3.20

31

25

2.08

28

Shifty eye shows dishonesty

20

13

5. 14

12

10

.25

16

Some animals superior in intelligence

19

12

5. 14

20

15

3.20

12

Artistic

19

11

4.50

32

20

10.08

15

11

1.50

5

2

l. 33

14

11

1. 33

11

8

1.33

4

2
10

increased by training

nature indicated by fingers

Instinctive

knowledge of good

Character influenced by planets

N
u,

Table 4.

(Continued)

Statement
number
8

19
9

Prenatal

Idea involved
influence

Male
Pre Post

Chi
Square

Female
Pre Post

Chi
Square

13

9

1.50

5

8

.57

Men created equal in capacity

13

8

3.20

17

9

6. 12

Womeninferior

12

5

5. 14

6

6

. 16

10

11

10

11

to men in intelligence

30

Physical disease by thinking of it

24

Face shows intelligence

9

7

.25

9

7

.25

Character indicated by head-shape

9

7

. 16

7

7

. 16

26

Fear unnatural,

8

10

.l 0

3

5

.5

27

Womenpurer by nature

8

7

0.0

15

15

25

High forehead shows intelligence

6

3

l. 33

l

l

0.0

Lines in hand foretell

5

4

0. 0

4

0.0

2.25

4

5

0.0

2

2

0.0

6

3

a bad habit

future

0.0

. 16

21

Bright children physically

23

Square jaw a sign of will power

3

l

.5

3

7

2.25

7

Green-eyed people untrustworthy

2

0.0

.5

l

l

0.0

5

Thirteen unlucky

l

l

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Friday unlucky

0.0

o.o

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

13

retarded

0.0

N
O'I
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DISCUSSION
Since this study of beliefs and superstitions

subscribed to be be-

ginning psychology college students represents areas of misconception,
the items marked as true are descriptive

of false beliefs.

The most obvious factor in Table 1 is the tendency of the male students to mark a greater number of statements true . On the average they
marked 22. 3 per cent of the statements true, while the females marked
17.5 per cent.
The two columns at the right in Table 1 show the order of prevalence of the ideas.

In general, the two orders are seen as not differing

in any marked manner, The greatest difference is in the case of number
18, the i dea that adults sometimes become feeble-minded from overstudy,
which is much more popular with male students than wi th female students .
This appears to be a carry-over from a very old superstition
intellect

and the belief that intelligent

concerning

persons were eccentric or

abnormal.
Males are also somewhatstronger in the belief that the character
of the unborn child may be influenced by the thoughts of the mother,
that a broken l i mb can be healed by faith,
the world with an instinctive

and that a child comes into

knowledge of good and evil.

liefs seem to be misconceptions about 11good11 and 11evil.

11

These beMale students

subscribing to these beliefs seem to look upon the conscience as something which is inborn.

They appear to regard

more modifiable through the 11will

11

bad11 behavior as being

11

and intellectual

vidual than factual evidence would justify .

choice of the indi-
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The females show the greatest preference for the idea that women
are by nature purer and better than men. A reflection
beliefs

of the cultural

in this communitymight be a factor influencing this choice.

The beliefs

that a square jaw is a sign of will power and that long,

slender hands indicate an artistic
prevalent amongthe females.

nature are also significantly

more

This seems to be a belief in the relation-

ship between physical and psychological characteristics.
stereotypes for a number of personality

traits

Physiognomic

have been built up in

our culture over the years and some are apparently still

accepted today.

Any value that physiognomyhas in measuring the social stimulus value
of a person can probably be explained on the basis of popular stereotypes.

If people thought that a square jaw was a sign of leadership,

they might follow the man with a square jaw and this may make him a
leader and he might think of himself as one.
There does not seem to be any very convincing explanation of these
apparent sex-differences .
pressive or important.

In general they do not seem to be very im-

Probably the important sex-difference

is the

tendency of the males to mark a greater number of statements true.
religious

The

beliefs of the immediate culture could be a possible explana-

tion for this difference , Manyof the male subjects,

as evidenced by

them from their verbal comments, had spent several years devoted to
teaching their religious doctrine which might account for their convictions and faith in something greater than scientific

explanations

to a greater degree than the females ,
There was only one statistically

significant

change (at the 1 per

cent level) on the effects of the introductory psychology course.
course altered or influenced the belief in the superstition

The

that long,

29

slender hands indicate

an artistic

confidence statements relating
significantly:

to the following beliefs were altered

(1) No defect of body or mind can hold us back if we

have enough will power.
achievement.

nature . At the 5 per cent level of

(3)

(2)

All men are created equal in capacity for

The study of mathematics is valuable because it gives

one a logical mind. The newer concepts we have now concerning
gence,

11

11

intelli-

which were discussed during the course, apparently were impres-

sive enough to some students to initiate
the results

indicate

a change. On the average,

that for this population the introductory

course did not alter or influence these superstitions

psychology

to a significant

degree .
Some possible explanations for the lack of change after
ductory psychology course that occur to the author are:

the intro-

(l) the intro-

ductory class was a very broad course and covered a great amount of
material which might have been more confus i ng than enlightening
average student .

(2)

None of the questions from the questionnaire

were talked about specifically
and the

11

senses

mentioned.
held notions.

(3)

11

to the

.

General areas such as

11

intelligence

11

were discussed but the individual questions were not
It apparently is very difficult

to change previously

Even though these beliefs might change on the verbal

level they may not go beyond superficial

attitudes .
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SUMMARY
ANDCONCLUSIONS
A study was conducted to investigate
to psychology course on college students'
have some scientific
beliefs

sanction.

and superstitions

to initially,

the effects of an introduction
superst i tions and beliefs which

The questions chosen for study were what

do introductory psychology students subscribe

are there sex differences

in such beliefs,

and does an in-

troductory psychology course alter or influence these superstitions?
A test was selected from Nixon's 1925 study and consisted of 30
statements to be marked true or false . The ideas that were expressed
in the test ranged from some which were quite apparently pure superstitions to some that would stimulate some discussion amonga group of
college students , The ideas on the whole would be consi dered incorrect
if placed under modern investigation .
Subjects for this study were 100 men and 100 womenstudents in a
beginning psychology course at Utah State University, Logan, Utah. About
75 per cent of the group were beginning college freshmen, The first
ministration
cl ass.

of the questionnaire was gi ven during the first

ad-

week of the

The students were asked to mark the statements true or false.

A follow-up administration was given during the final week of class.
The students were instructed

to change any statements from true to false,

or from false to true, provided they would choose to do so because of
something learned in the beginning psychology course.
between administrations

The interim period

was approximately 10 weeks.

The raw scores earned by each student on the questionnaire of beliefs

and superstitions

were treated using the chi square method of

31

statistical

analysis . The results

i ndicated that for th i s population of

200 college students the most obvious factor,

as seen in Table 1, is the

tendency of the male students to mark a greater number of statements true.
The males marked 65 per cent of the statements true, while the females
marked 58.4 per cent .
Male students initially

subscribed more often to the belief that the

character of the unborn child may be influenced by the thoughts of the
mother, that a broken limb can be healed by faith,
into the world wi th an instinctive

and that a child comes

knowledge of good and evil.

The females showed the greatest

preference for the idea that women

are by nature purer and better than men. The beliefs

that a square jaw

is a sign of will power and that long slender hands indicate an artistic
nature are also significantly

more prevalent amongthe females.

There was only one statistically
cent level on the effects

significant

of the introductory

change at the

per

psychology course.

The

course altered or influenced the belief in the superstition
slender hands indicate an artistic

that long

nature.

The writer concluded from this study that:
1. More males than females subscribed to superstitious
2.

This general psychology course did not have a statistically

significant

effect on the beliefs

held by students .

3. This sample of college students lacked sophistication
beliefs

beliefs.

or superstitions

that have some scientific

sanction.

in
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Questionnaire
Directions: Below are a number of statements. Someof them you may consider true, some of them false.
If you think a statement is substantially
true, draw a circle around T; if the statement is false, then a circle
around F. Where it seems debatable, mark as seems to you nearest right.
1.

T F The number of man's senses is five.

2. T F A child comes into the world with an instinctive knowledge of
good and evil. This is his conscience and is born in him.
3.

T F Certain lines

in a person I s hand forete 11 his future.

4.

T F If you will stare at a person's back you can make him turn
around. This is a form of telepathy.

5.

T F It really is unlucky to have anything to do with the number
thirteen .

6. T F A man's character can be read by noting the size and location
to special developments of his head.
7.

T F People with greenish eyes are not as trustworthy as people
with blue or black eyes.

8.

T F An expectant mother by fixing her mind on a subject can influence the character of her unborn child .

9.

T F Womenare inferior

to men in intelligence.

10. T F People born under the influence of certain planets show the
influence in their characteristics .
can be increased by training.

11.

T F Intelligence

12 .

T F Long, slender hands indicate an artistic

13.

T F Beginning an undertaking on Friday is almost certain to bring

14 .

T F If a man had faith enough he could heal a broken limb
instantly.

15.

T F Manyeminent men have been feeble-minded as children.

16 .

T F Someanimals are as intelligent

nature.

bad luck.

as the average human.
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17. T F No defect of body or mind can hold us back i f we have enough
will power.
18. T F Adults sometimes become feeble-minded from overstudy.
19. T F All men are created equal in capacity for achievement.
20. T F The marriage of cousins is practically
children of inferior intelligence.
21. T F Especially intelligent
retarded physically.

certain to result in

children are l i kely to be weak and

22. T F The study of mathematics is valuable because it gives one a
logical mind.
23.

T F A square jaw is a sign of wi ll power.

24. T F You can estimate an individual s intelligence
by just looking at his face.
1

25. T F A high forehead indicates intellectual
26. T F Fear is unnatural.

pretty closely

superiority.

It is a bad habit.

27. T F Womenare by nature purer and better than men.
28. T F A person who does not look you in the eye is likely to be
dishonest .
29. T F Man is superior because his conduct is very largely guided
by reason .
30. T F Any physical or mental disease can be contracted by thinking
about it.
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